Mrs. Yau
5th Grade

Email Mrs. Yau:
bwong@
cps.edu

Week of Nov.16 - Nov. 20, 2020
📓 ELA - Yau

Literature Focus:Text Structure - Compare and
contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in
a story or a drama, drawing on speciﬁc details in the
text.
Word Study Focus: Suﬃxes: Sens, Sent T
Writing focus: * Every detail in a paragraph must
support the main idea. Students will practice
identifying the main idea and details in a passage *
Grammar focus: Verbs (progressive and present/past
participle).
315 Reading meets DAILY from 8:00AM-9:00AM

🔢 Math Agostinelli
Students have developed estimation strategies
and examined patterns in multiplying decimals
with whole numbers. Now, we will explore
models for representing what is happening as
we build toward the standard algorithm.
http://bit.ly/MsAgostinelli
315
ELA meets DAILY from 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM
315 Math meets DAILY from 9:15AM-10:00AM

✏

Science/SS - Yau

Science: Patterns of Earth and Sky Unit:

Students will use the Mount Nose Model, the constellation
posters from last week, and the Simulation to understand
why the stars can be seen from Earth change over the
course of the year by conducting their own investigation.

315 Science Meets DAILY from 11:00 AM - 11:30 AM

Social Science:

This week students will be learning about Economic
Systems using Studies Weekly. The systems include: types
of economic systems; traditional, market, and command
economy; capitalism, free market, being an entrepreneur and
the American system.

📌 Reminders

★

★
★
★

Parent Teacher Conference 11/18 from 10:00
AM- 5:00 PM Parents Sign up for VIRTUAL
Report Card Pick Up using Calendly. Link sent
to ClassDojo
We will start our new novel NEXT week, “Roll
of Thunder Hear My Cry.”
11/25-11/27- Thanksgiving Break- NO SCHOOL

12/1/2020- GIVING TUESDAY- Support Friends of Haines
(FOH) https://www.friendsofhaines.org/

★
Please check Aspen weekly to monitor grades
Student Weekly Syllabus: Weekly Plan
Oﬃce Hours: 2:15-2:45 PM Daily.
Parents: Get connected to Google Classroom and ClassDojo.

🎉 Celebrations
Happy Birthday, November Stars!
Fall is coming to an end, the last leaves are falling, and
it’s getting quite cold out as the year is ending. Reflect on
your year and show thankfulness to someone today!

Bobbie Li - 11/3
Emwanmwosa Osazuwa - 11/28

🌟 Star of the Week

